RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of maps, atlases, and other cartographic works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from other essential names associated with the work are interfiled.

ILLINOIS. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 31Aug70; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.

LEPPARD, HENRY M. France. Henry M. Leppard, ed. Rev. (Goode's series of base maaa, no. 217) © 29Dec42; F17966. Henry M. Leppard (A); 31Aug70; R499560.

LEPPARD, HENRY M. Italy. Henry M. Leppard, ed. Rev. (Goode's series of base maps, no. 219) © 29Dec42; F17966. Henry M. Leppard (A); 31Aug70; R499560.

LEPPARD, HENRY M. South America. Henry M. Leppard, ed. Rev. (Goode's series of base maaa, no. 3) © 30ct42; F18000. Henry M. Leppard (A); 31Aug70; R499560.

LEPPARD, HENRY M. Spain and Portugal. Henry M. Leppard, ed. Rev. ed. (Goode's series of base maaa, no. 219) © 29Dec42; F17966. Henry M. Leppard (A); 31Aug70; R499560.

HARMPH.C. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 31Aug42; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.

HAMMOND (C. S.) & Co. For works by C. S. Hammond & Co. See HAMMOND, INC.

HAMMOND, INC. Air age map of the world, a polar projection. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 31Aug42; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.

Air age map of the world; azimuthal equidistant projection, tangent at North Pole. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 12Apr42; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.

Air age map of the world; azimuthal equidistant projection, tangent at Washington, D.C. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 12Apr42; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.

Florida. Author of renewable matter: C. S. Hammond & Co. © 31Aug42; F18000. Hammond, Inc. (PWH); 180ct70; H99216.